
AssistAnce detecting obstAcles whilst reversing your vehicle

Audible AlArm And optionAl visuAl displAy with mAny models

increAses sAfety levels when children Are plAying neAr the vehicle

mAy prevent collisions with unseen objects behind your vehicle

Assists to sAfely pArk your vehicle with front And reAr sensors 

(front sensors And cAmerA systems on selected models only)

Added vehicle resAle vAlue

PARKING SENSORS
CAMERA AND



A new and exciting product range is now available from one of Australia’s most 
trusted names in Automotive Aftermarket Electronics.

Command Parking Systems™ offer today’s discerning motorist many 
valuable features and benefits:

• Assistance detecting obstacles whilst reversing your vehicle.
• Audible alarm and optional visual display with many models.
• Increases safety levels when children are playing near the vehicle.
• May prevent collisions with unseen objects behind your vehicle.
• Assists to safely park your vehicle with front and rear sensors (front sensors 

on selected models only).
• Added vehicle resale value.
• Command Parking Systems™ are a valuable addition to your vehicle.

Command Parking Systems™ adopt the latest bionic ultrasonic sensor 
technology with high speed computer control to assist you with parking in those 
tight spots. Our quality parking sensors can be used in any weather conditions 
and detect obstacles from within 2 metres (detection distance may vary 
depending on model selected).

The CMD05 series Command Parking Systems™ are an exceptional quality 
product, at an affordable entry level price.

The CMD05 series features a variable stage audible buzzer which can provide 
an early warning of obstacles behind your vehicle.

This series is available in a 2 sensor configuration, or 4 sensor configuration for 
extra ultrasonic coverage. All models now include premium sensors.

The series has expanded to include stick on sensors that do not require 
drilling into a rear bumper. These products are perfect for those who want the 
protection of reversing sensors on vehicles without drilling and at value for 
money prices.

Part numbers     CMD05-2 (2 Sensor kit)  CMD05-2SO (Stick on)
   CMD05-4 (4 Sensor kit)  CMD05-4SO (Stick on)



Command Auto Group has over 40 years of extensive experience in the 
automotive aftermarket including provision of some of the best electronic
products available, and are proud to release this range to the Australian Market. 
Command Parking Systems™ offers you a range of quality, reliable and high 
value electronic vehicle accessories. 

Command Parking Systems™ are manufactured in an ISO approved 
manufacturing facility and are covered by our 12 month National Service 
Warranty.

The CMD16 Command Parking 
System™ offers a quality rainbow 
style visible display and audible 
buzzer to assist with parking your 
vehicle.

The visible display unit can indicate 
to the driver that obstacles are 
being approached from the left 
or right side of the vehicle with the 
approximate distance, in conjunction 
with a variable stage buzzer. 

The CMD16 product contains 4 
premium sensors for your vehicle 
designed for rear bumper 
protection.

Part number CMD16-4 (4 Sensor Kit)

Command Parking Systems™ use a quality ultrasonic sensor unit which fits 
neatly into the bumper of your vehicle. Stick on sensors are available for base 
models.

All kits are supplied with black sensors which can be painted. We recommend the 
use of a professional tradesman for painting sensors. Hole saws are also included 
in each kit.

A limited range of coloured sensors are available – please contact Command Auto 
Group or your local distributor for availability. 

Command Parking Systems™ model 
CMD86 is the ultimate in vehicle 
sensor protection. 

This fully optioned system is available 
in 8 sensors, 4 sensors across the 
front bumper of the vehicle, and 4 
across the rear. The unit features 
visual display, audible buzzer and 
outside temperature display. If you 
demand performance and features, 
and unparalleled sensor coverage  
then the CMD86 Command Parking 
System™ is the unit for you.

Part Number    CMD86 (8 Sensor Kit)



Truck and Ute Tray Sensor Kit

The CMD10 series Command Parking Systems™ are an exceptional quality 
product, at an affordable price.

The CMD10 series features a variable stage audible buzzer which can provide 
an early warning of obstacles behind your vehicle.

This series is available in a 4 sensor configuration for extra ultrasonic coverage.

The CMD10-4 sensors are mounted by small screws. This product is ideal for 
those who want the protection of reversing sensors on vehicles where they 
may be mounted under the tray of a ute or commercial vehicle.

The CMD10-4 suits 12V and 24V applications.

Command Auto Group and their range of Command Parking Systems™ are 
continuing the leadership in innovation with new innovative products for the 
more unique vehicle applications.

Command Auto Group and their range of Command Parking Systems™ have 
the reversing sensor solution for you.



reAr vision cAmerAs - pAssenger vehicle rAnge

Command Camera and Parking Systems™ offers extra safety and versatility. Easily 
installed and discreetly mounted the Command CMOS and CMD reversing camera 
systems are a valuable safety feature which add value to your vehicle and can be 
connected to our various screen options (sold separately).

Butterfly/Flush Mount
- Colour CMOS camera
- 16.5mm diameter
- 170˚ viewing angle
- Mini Din plug
- 6m RCA extension cable
- IP67 water proof rating
- 2 mounting options
- Includes hole saw

91CMDC210

91CMDC410

“Box” Style Bracket Mount
- Colour CMD Camera
- 170˚ viewing angle
- Mini Din plug
- NTSC
- IP67 water proof rating
- 6m RCA extension cable

Rear Garnish Mount
- Colour CMD Camera
- 170˚ x 135˚ viewing angle
- Chrome finish
- Steel housing
- Mini Din plug
- NTSC
- IP67 water proof rating
- 6m RCA extension cable

91CMDC310Licence Plate Mount 
- Colour CMD Camera
- 170˚ viewing angle
- Mini Din plug 
- NTSC
- IP67 water proof rating
- 6m RCA extension cable

91CMDC110

91CMDS35S
91CMDS43S

3.5” TFT LCD Monitor
- Pedestal mount
- Slim design
- PAL/NTSC
- Dual Input - V1/V2
- Brightness adjustment
- Auto initiate. 

4.3” TFT LCD Monitor
- Pedestal mount
- Super-slim design
- PAL/NTSC
- Dual Input - V1/V2
- Brightness, contrast, 
sharpness adjustment
- Auto initiate. 
- Sun visor attachment 



91CMDS43M

4.3” TFT LCD Monitor
- Clip-on Mirror mount

4.3” TFT LCD Monitor
- Fixed Mount Mirror mount
- Universal bracket suits many vehicles 
including Toyota, Ford, Holden, 
Mitsubishi, Mazda, Nissan. Kia.

Rear Vision Mirror Mount Screen

91CMDS43M1

reAr vision cAmerAs - pAssenger vehicle rAnge

- PAL/NTSC
- Dual Input - V1/V2
- Trigger wire initiate
- Soft touch menu buttons
- Available as a clip on mirror 
mount or a fixed mount.

Other Available Fixed Mount Brackets
- Brackets to suit other vehicle models sold separately.

Bracket B
- Suits some models from 
Honda, Mitsubishi, Subaru.

91MBB2

Bracket C
- Suits some models from 
VW, Audi, Skoda.

91MBC3

Bracket D
- Suits some models from 
Mitsubishi, Holden.

91MBD4

Bracket E
- Suits some models from 
Ford, Holden.

91MBE6

Bracket H
- Suits some models from 
Citroen, Peugeot.

91MBH12



reAr vision cAmerAs - heAvy duty rAnge

Command Camera and Parking Systems™ offers extra safety and versatility. Easily 
installed and discreetly mounted the Command CCD reversing camera systems are 
a valuable safety feature which add value to your vehicle and can be connected to 
our various screen options (sold separately).

91CMDC100

91CMDC200

91CMDC300L - Left Side Mount
91CMDC300R - Right Side Mount

91CMDS7S

91CMDC400

Licence Plate Mount
- 1/4” Sharp CCD colour camera
- IP67 water proof rating
- Adjustable camera angle (tilt)
- 4 LED Infra-red
- 180˚ viewing angle
- Standard 4 pin plug
- PAL
- *Requires optional extension lead

Heavy Duty - Black Finish
- 1/4” Sharp CCD Colour Camera
- 120˚ viewing angle
- Standard 4 pin plug
- NTSC
- 18 LED Infra-red
- IP67 water proof rating
- Includes 20m extension lead

Side Mount - L & R
- 1/3” Sharp CCD colour
   camera
- 120˚ viewing angle
- White finish
- Standard 4 pin plug
- NTSC
- 9 LED Infra-red
- IP69 water proof rating
- *Requires optional 
   extension lead

Heavy Duty 
- Stainless Steel/Aluminium housing
- 1/3” Sharp CCD colour camera
- 120˚ viewing angle
- Standard 4 pin plug
- NTSC
- 6 LED Infra-red
- IP69 water proof rating
- Includes mircophone for audio
- *Requires optional extension lead

5” TFT LCD
- 3 AV inputs

7” TFT LCD
- 4 AV inputs
- 2 AV outputs
- QUAD View

Heavy Duty TFT LCD
- Pedastal or bracket mount
- Touch button operation
- 8 language selection
- 10V-32V

91CMDS5S

- Built in speaker
- PAL/NTSC
- Automatic backlight button illumination
- Full function remote control
- Separate trigger wire for each AV input

* See Accessories for extension cable options



Universal Monitor Mount 
Head Restraint.

91CMDAHS

Universal Sun visor Hook 
Monitor Mount.

CMDASV

HD Camera Extension Cable
5m   - 91CMDCEC5
10m - 91CMDCEC10
20m - 91CMDCEC20

*Required for CCD models
- 91CMDC100
- 91CMDC300L/R
- 91CMDC400

Accessories

Digital Wireless Transmitter and Receiver

Includes adapter to suit CCD cameras with 
4 pin large plug.
91WDTR00

Includes adaptor for CMOS/CMD cameras 
with 4 pin small plug.
91WDTR10

Adaptor Kit
Connects CCD cameras to monitors 
with RCA connection
Includes:
- Standard 4 pin to RCA converter
- 12V power lead
- 6m RCA extension lead

91ADKIT

- Anti-interference technology
- 9-16V operation
- Transmitter and receiver pre-paired
- Smart frequency hopping
- Transmission distance of 100m in open area

Command Parking Sensors come 
standard with premium black sensors. 
Other available colours include:
Red: 91RS
Silver: 91SS
White: 91WS

Parking Sensor Extension Cable
2.13M
91PSEC


